Tribal Youth Crew Week 4 – Terrestrial Wildlife
The week of July 6 – July 10 was the second week the ASNFs hosted the Tribal Youth Crew. The Youth
Crew is a joint venture between the White Mountain Apache Tribe and the Apache-Sitgreaves National
Forests to provide tribal youth with exposure to careers in a natural resources setting. The crew worked
with Alpine Ranger District Staff Wildlife Biologist Loren LeSueur and the Alpine District Wildlife crew
this week on projects to benefit wildlife across the District.
The Tribal Youth Crew first learned about cavity nesting birds and the trap the vault toilets across the
nation are for these birds. Many
cavity nesting birds, numbering in
the millions across the world,
investigate open pipes as they
resemble the cavities these birds
use to rear their young. Often, they
fall in and are then trapped inside
the pipe as they can’t fly out. Vault
toilets and the large diameter vents
installed in them is a standard
feature across the Forest Service
System, and are an ecological trap
for these birds, especially larger
cavity nesters such as owls. The
Youth Crew learned about the
need to cap these toilet vents, and
discussed the dangers associated
with doing the work.
The Youth Crew then set about
Picture 1- Dheus James installs a vent cap, while Hiram Kessay and Cheyenne
look on. Geron Beatty and Justin Gatewood work in the background, while
installing vent caps to prevent
Alpine Wildlife Crew Sydney Brown and Dakota Lovelace supervise.
cavity nesting bird mortality in
these vault toilets on the District.
The crew overcame fears of
heights and unfamiliarity with
power tools, and installed over 50
caps, with no accidents or injuries
and with a good dose of humor
added in the mix.

Picture 2 - Hiram Kessay and Dheus James have a cap installing race...it's not
clear who exactly won!

Picture 3 - Shanakai Hopper listens as Alpine Wildlife crew member Zach Foster
explains some signs of wildlife while Justin Gatewood scans the sky

The Youth Crew also accompanied the
Alpine Ranger District Wildlife Crew on
some wildlife surveys, and got to see the
work they routinely do with spotted owls
and northern goshawks. The Forest
Service Crew demonstrated the survey
protocol, explaining how we find the
birds, and why we’re interested in them.
The Youth Crew got to see these raptors
up close, and got a taste for what it
means to be a wildlife biologist with the
Forest Service. We hope to see them
later on in their lives in the Natural
Resources Career Field!

Picture 4 - Shanakai Hopper and Justin Gatewood pose with the mouse holding
tube for spotted owl work

